
Experimental Animation Terms and Techniques

Brickfilm is a film made using Lego, or other similar plastic construction toys. They are usually created with stop motion 
animation, though CGI, traditional animation, and live action films. Plastic construction toys (or representations of them) 
are also considered brickfilms.
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q27BfBkRHbs

Cutout animation is a type of stop-motion animation produced by moving 2-dimensional pieces of material such as 
paper or cloth. Examples include Terry Gilliam’s animated sequences from Monty Python’s Flying Circus (UK, 1969–1974); 
Fantastic Planet (France/Czechoslovakia, 1973) ; Tale of Tales (Russia, 1979), The pilot episode of the TV series (and 
sometimes in episodes) of South Park (US, 1997).
 Ex: http://vimeo.com/10072867

Collage animation is a technique using photo collage as snimation. This style is similar to cut out animation. Popular 
examples include the Monty Python.
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/user/MontyPython?blend=2&ob=1#p/u/25/7UY7O8B3npI

Drawn on film animation is a technique where footage is produced by creating the images directly on film stock, for 
example by Norman McLaren, Len Lye and Stan Brakhage.  
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGNfNYpfH74

Erasure animation is a technique using tradition 2D medium, photographed over time as the artist manipulates the 
image. For example, William Kentridge is famous for his charcoal erasure films.  
 Ex: http://vimeo.com/993998

Graphic animation uses non-drawn flat visual graphic material (photographs, newspaper clippings, magazines, etc.) 
which are sometimes manipulated frame-by-frame to create movement. At other times, the graphics remain stationary, 
while the stop-motion camera is moved to create on-screen action.

Kinestasis is rapidly-moving montage technique, often set to music. 
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiLsbx4D8eI

Motion Graphics is animated graphic design as well as a mixed media of animation and video.
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DU0IVmBgsQ (old school)

Paint-on-glass animation: a technique for making animated films by manipulating slow drying oil paints on sheets of 
glass, for example by Aleksandr Petrov. 
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MpAr3rcEg0 
        http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnLAhCGMkD0

Pinscreen Animation: makes use of a screen filled with movable pins, which can be moved in or out by pressing an 
object onto the screen. The screen is lit from the side so that the pins cast shadows. The technique has been used 
to create animated films with a range of textural effects difficult to achieve with traditional cel animation. Alexander 
Alexeieff has been credited as the inventor of the pinscreen as well as its use as an animation medium. 
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWc7Q_FCG8c&feature=related
       http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4l2_soQM_2w

Pixilation is a stop motion technique where live actors are used as a frame-by-frame subject in an animated film, by 
repeatedly posing while one or more frame is taken and changing pose slightly before the next frame or frames.
 Ex: http://www.eatpes.com/human_skateboard.html



Rotoscoping is an animation technique in which animators trace over live-action film movement, frame by frame, for use 
in animated films.[1] Originally, recorded live-action film images were projected onto a frosted glass panel and re-drawn 
by an animator. This projection equipment is called a rotoscope, although this device has been replaced by computers in 
recent years. In the visual effects industry, the term rotoscoping refers to the technique of manually creating a matte for 
an element on a live-action plate so it may be composited over another background.
 Ex: http://vimeo.com/16970585

Sand animation: sand is moved around on a back- or front-lighted piece of glass to create each frame for an animated 
film. This creates an interesting effect when animated because of the light contrast. Caroline Leaf is a pioneer in this 
technique.  
 Ex: http://vimeo.com/13318209

Silhouette animation is a variant of cutout animation in which the characters are backlit and only visible as silhouettes. 
Often characters are made to have moveable joints to assist in frame-by-frame animation. Examples include The 
Adventures of Prince Achmed from 1926 by Lotte Reiniger.
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25SP4ftxklg&feature=related

Strata-cut animation is most commonly a form of clay animation in which a long bread-like “loaf” of clay, internally 
packed tight and loaded with varying imagery, is sliced into thin sheets, with the animation camera taking a frame of the 
end of the loaf for each cut, eventually revealing the movement of the internal images within. Wax may be used instead 
of clay for the loaf, but this can be more difficult to use because it is less malleable.    
 EX: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwbXsHy2o_A

Stratastencil is an additive process. Stratacut removes material to reveal another layer, while this technique adds another 
layer while still showing the layer before it.
 EX: http://javanivey.com/my_paper_mind.html

Stop motion (also known as stop action) is an animation technique to make a physically manipulated object appear 
to move on its own. The object is moved in small increments between individually photographed frames, creating the 
illusion of movement when the series of frames is played as a continuous sequence. Clay figures are often used in stop 
motion for their ease of repositioning. Motion animation using clay (or Plasticine) is called clay animation or clay-mation.
 Ex: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mk6zbY8i4_8&list=SL

Additional Examples:
http://www.stink.tv/#/work/carousel-stink-web-agncy-cut-/?cat=directors (high speed film)
http://www.adamgault.com/#/work/lantern_fishes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkYfB1C0Zgc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.okgo.net/media/videos/
http://www.scottynolan.com/robot.html
http://vimeo.com/18896277


